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THE INTERSECTIONTOPOLOGY W.R.T. THE REAL LINE
ANDTHE COUNTABLEORDINALS
G. M. REED
Abstract. If T, and T2 are topologies defined on the set X, then the intersection
topology w.r.t. Tj and T2 is the topology T on X such that {Ux n U2 | Vx e T, and
t/2 e T2} is a basis for ( X, T). In this paper, the author considers spaces in the class
<g, where (X,T) e <g iff X = {xtt\a < cíx) ç R, TR is the inherited real line
topology on X, T„ is the order topology on X of type ux, and T is the intersection
topology w.r.t. TR and T„ . This class is shown to be a surprisingly useful tool in the
study of abstract spaces. In particular, it is shown that: (1) If X e <€, then A' is a
completely regular, submetrizable, pseudo-normal, collectionwise Hausdorff, countably metacompact, first countable, locally countable space with a base of countable
order that is neither subparacompact, metalindelöf, cometrizable, nor locally com-

pact. (2) (MA + -,CH) If X e V, then X is perfect. (3) There exists in ZFC an
X s V such that X is not normal. (4) (CH) There exists X e <g such that X is
collectionwise normal and ux -compact but not perfect.

I. Introduction and main results. If T: and T2 are topologies defined on the set X,
then T is the intersection topology w.r.t. T: and T2 defined on X, where { Ux n U2 117,
g T, and U2 e T2} is a basis for T. Whereas particular applications of this
construction technique have been made previously in the literature (notably by R.
Pol to construct a normal, locally metrizable, nonparacompact space [Po], by E. Pol
and R. Pol to construct a hereditarily normal, strongly zero-dimensional space with
a subspace of positive dimension [PP] and by Hajnal and Juhász to construct
(nonregular) S- and L-spaces [HJ]), there has evidently never been a general study
of its properties. Over the past few years, the author has intermittently pursued such
a study. Preliminary results have been announced concerning Q-sets [R,], S- and
L-spaces [R2], and normality conditions [R3]. The author had intended to publish

these and related results together in a study of the intersection topology and its
applications •However, since such publication continues to recede into the future,
and since there has been considerable interest expressed in seeing the results in this
paper, the author has decided to present them at this time. These results were first
reported at the 1978 Topology Conference at the University of Oklahoma.
The class c€. Let # denote the class of topological spaces such that ( X, #) e # iff
Ar={xa|a<<o1}cR
and T is the intersection topology w.r.t. the inherited real
line topology TR on X and the order topology T on X of type uv
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1. If (X,T) e #, then (X,T)

is a completely regular, first countable,

locally countable, submetrizable, collectionwise Hausdorff, pseudo-normal, countably
metacompact space with a base of countable order and a Gs-diagonal. However, (X,T)
is neither 6-refinable, subparacompact, metalindelóf, cometrizable, nor locally compact.

Theorem 2. (MA + -,CH) // (X,T) e <€,(X,T) is perfect.

Theorem 3. If (X,T) e #, TFAE
(1) ( X, T) is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff.

(2)(X,T)

is normal.

(3) ( X, T) is collectionwise normal.
(4) ( X, T ) is countably paracompact.

Example 1. 3(X,T) e # which is not normal.
Example 2. (CH) 1(X,1) e %>which is collectionwise normal and wrcompact
but not perfect.
Remark. All results (and proofs) about the class ^ in this paper remain valid for
any separable metric topology intersected with an wrtype order topology.
II. Applications and comparisons. For topologists studying the structure of abstract
spaces, the standards for comparison are the real line and the countable ordinals
with the order topology. Modifications of the topology on the real line such as the
Michael line and the Sorgenfrey line, and modifications of the topology on the
countable ordinals such as the Ostaszewski line and the Kunen line have led to
major advancements in our understanding of topological structure. The class # and
analogous intersections between existing spaces, provide a variety of new "lines."
Pol's space. In [Po], R. Pol gave a beautiful example that settled many long
outstanding questions in topology. Pol's space was the first to be (1) perfectly
normal, locally metrizable, and not metrizable, (2) collectionwise normal with a
<Js-diagonal and not paracompact, and (3) a perfect r3-space but not subparacompact. The construction technique developed by Pol, although not explicitly utilized

as such, was essentially the intersection topology w.r.t. the countable ordinals with
the order topology and the Baire space of weight w,. The results in this paper were
motivated by Pol's work.
Note that members of the class # provide simple (although set-theoretic) analogs
to Pol's quite complex space. Under CH, Example 1 is a collectionwise normal with
a Gs-diagonal and not paracompact. In addition, it is the first such space simultaneously to have cardinality u, and to be corcompact. Under MA + -,CH, each
space in ^ is a perfect T3-space that is not subparacompact. Question1: The author
does not know if there is a perfectly normal space in ^'. In fact, the author does not
know if there is either a normal or a perfect member of # in ZFC. Using the
1This question has now been answered by Ken Kunen. See "Added in revision."
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techniques of §111, it can be shown that a space (X,T) in # is perfect iff each
a-discrete set in (X,T) is also the union of countably many closed and discrete
subsets.
Collectionwise Hausdorff, nonnormal, first countable T3-spaces. The search for a
collectionwise Hausdorff, nonnormal first countable Tj-space (in particular, a Moore
space) was apparently begun by R. L. Moore in the 1940's. Although a Moore-space
example was announced in 1964 [Wo], the first example that was even first
countable and which was available for study was presented in 1975 ([R4], see [R5]).
Example 1 is another instance of such a space. In addition, it is the first submetrizable example to be locally separable or to have cardinality to,. In addition, under

MA + -,CH, it is perfect. Recall that collectionwise Hausdorff, locally separable
Moores spaces are metrizable [Wo, AP]. Examples of collectionwise Hausdorff,
nonnormal Moore spaces have now been published in [Wa, AP, R5].
Normal nonmetrizable Moore spaces. In [R6], the author described a technique for
associating two Moore spaces X(X0) and S(X0) to each first countable r3-space X0
such that (i) X(X0), the first stage in the iterated construction of S(X0), is a closed
subset of S(X0), and (ii) there exists an open, continuous, countable-to-one function
from 5(^0) onto X0. This technique has proven extremely useful in producing
counterexamples in the theory of Moore spaces (eg, [R6-R,0]). It is easy to verify
that for certain spaces XQ(for example, a Q-set = subspace of the real line such that
each of its subsets is a relative Gs-set), X(X0) is a normal, nonmetrizable Moore
space. However, it has been unresolved until now as to whether the normality of
X(X0) implies the normality of S(X0). With Example 1, we can now resolve this
issue quite easily.
Let (X,T) be the nonnormal, first countable T3-space of Example 1. From the
constructions in [R6], X(X,T), X(X,TR), and X(X,TUi) are each topological
spaces defined on H U K, where H is closed and discrete in each topology and K is
isolated in each topology. Furthermore, X(X,T) is simply the intersection topology
w.r.t. X(X,TR) and X(X,TUi). Now, under MA + -nCH, (X,TR) is a Q-set [T], and
hence X(X,TR) is normal. (Note that basic open sets for points in H in X(X,TR)
can be chosen to be contained in tangent disc neighborhoods.) Clearly, X(X,T)
must also be normal since any two subsets of H which can be separated in X( X, TR)
can also be separated in X(X, T). However, it can easily be established (using
Lemma 15 below) that the normality of S(X,T) would imply the normality of

( X, T). Thus S( X, T ) is not normal.
Finally, it follows by methods introduced below that for each (X,T) in <€,
X(X,T) is a submetrizable, noncometrizable Moore space of cardinality «,. The
only other known spaces of this type (due to H. Cook [Co]) were constructed to
provide examples of normal Moore spaces whose squares are not normal. Questions.2
Under MA + -,CH, is the square of X(X,T) not normal for each (X,T) e <61 In
particular, if (X, T) is the space of Example 1, is the square of X(X,T) normal and
"See Added in proof.
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can X( X, T ) be embedded in a separable normal Moore space (see [Pr])? In general,
is S(X0) normal iff the square of X(X0) is normal for each first countable 73-space

III. Properties shared by all members of cê. In the remainder of the paper, we shall
assume certain well-known lemmas about the countable ordinals with the order
topology. These results will be frequently utilized without explicit mention.
Definition.
A subset H of w, is stationary provided H n K # 0 in the order

topology on w, for each uncountable subset ATof «x.
Countable

Decomposition

Lemma [U]. If H = U;■<u H¡ is stationary in w,, then

3 /' < w such that Hi is also stationary.

Pressing

Down Lemma [F]. If H is stationary in w, and fis a function from H to

Uf such that f (a) < a in w, for each a G H, then 3ß < w, such that {oe//|
= ß} is stationary in uv

Notation.

If (A',T)e

#, then we assume an «,-type

f(a)

order on X, where

X = {xa\a < Uf). By (X,T ), we mean the topology on X induced by this order;
by ( X, TR), we mean the inherited real line topology on X. We will say that a subset
of X is stationary w.r.t. (X,T ) or a-discrete w.r.t. (A",T ) provided it has the
corresponding property in the order topology. For rjel,
we will say that x < y
in Uf provided ß < a, where x = Xß and y = xa.

If (X,T) g <€, 3SR= {B¡\i < u) will denote a countable basis for (*,TR).
Furthermore,
for each x = xa G X such that a is a limit ordinal, {a,},<M will
denote a fixed sequence converging to a in Wj such that for each i < u, a, < a, + 1 <
a. Finally, if x = xa e X, @„fx) will denote a local base for x in (X,f:u ), where
&u (x) = {{*}} if a is a nonlimit ordinal, and 9u(x) = {G,(*)|* < "}, where

Gj(x) = {Xß | a,■< ß < a}, if a is a limit ordinal.
A point set K in the space X is said to be discrete provided no point of A" is a
limit point of AT.A collection 3tF of point sets is said to be discrete provided for each
x g X, 3 an open set v(x) containing x such that |{ H g jf | p(x) n H) ¥= 0| < 1.
Lemma 1. // (X,Tf) and (X,T2) are both metrizable, then so is (X,T)
the intersection topology w.r.t. Tj and T2.

where ï is

Proof. Let á? = {361\ i < u ) and 9= {& \ j < u ) denote a-discrete bases for
(X,Tf) and(X,T2), respectively. It follows immediately that

V = U U {B n GIB G @i.andG g 3F.}
/< w y< w

is a a-discrete base for ( X, T).
Lemma 2. // (.Y,T)g "^, í/¡e« (X,T) is a completely regular, first countable,
locally countable, submetrizable (hence, with a Gs-diagonal) space.

Proof. Straightforward.
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Lemma 3. // (X,T) g <gand K Q X, TFAE
(1) K is o-discrete in (X,f).
(2) Kis o-discrete in (XT^).
(3) AT« not stationary in ( X, Tw ).
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

K is a metrizable subspace of ( X, T ).
A is a metrizable subspace of ( X, T).
3 an open, o-discrete, metrizable subspace of (X,Ta ) containing K.
3 an open, a-discrete, metrizable subspace (X,T) containing K.

Proof. (1) -» (3). Suppose K = \Ji<uK¡, where for each ; < «, AT,is discrete in
(X, Tw ) and K is stationary in (X, Tu ). Then, 3 m such that Km is stationary in

(X,T^). For each x g Km, 3U(x) = G(x) n B,x such that G(x) g %fx), x g ß,
g SSR\ and U(x) n (Km\ {x}) = 0. Thus, 3« such that Am „ = {x G fcji^ =
w} g B(i is stationary in (X,TU). Hence, 3v g Km n such that y is a limit point of
Km.„ in (XTWi). However, (U(y) n fi„) n (ATm\ \y}) * 0, which is a contradic-

tion.

(2) ~ (3) ~ (4). [vDL].
(2) -» (6). Let A = U,<u A„ where each A, is discrete in (A^).
Since (X,TUi)
is hereditarily collectionwise Hausdorff and locally countable, 3 an open, a-discrete
subset U of ( X, Tu ) containing A". Since (2) «-*(4), U is an open metrizable
subspace of ( X, Tu ).
(6) -» (7). Follows from Lemma 1.
(7) ^ (5). Obvious.
(5) -* (1). Suppose y is a metrizable subspace of (X,Ï). Then Y is metalindelöf.
Each first countable, locally countable, metalindelöf space is the disjoint union of a
collection of open and closed countable subsets. Hence, Y is a-discrete.
Lemma 4. Suppose (X,T) e. tf and B is an open set in (X,TR) containing the
stationary set H w.r.t. (X,1U ), and for each x G X, G(x) G &u (x). If U is the open

set in (X,T) such that U = \j{G(x) n B\x g H), then \B\U\<

uv

Proof. Suppose U and B are as described and \B\ U\ = w,. Then B\U
has a
limit point x g H w.r.t. (X,Ta¡). Hence, (B\U)n
(G(x) D B) * 0, which is a
contradiction.
Lemma 5. // (A",ï) g <&, then (X,T)

is pseudo-normal and collectionwise Haus-

dorff.
Proof. (1) A space is pseudo-normal provided each two disjoint closed subsets,
one of which is countable, can be separated by open sets. Let H, K be two such sets

in (A'.T), where ATis countable. Clearly, (X,1)=

Í/U V, where U D V= 0, U

and V are both open, U is countable, and K Q U. Since each countable, regular first
countable space is metrizable, A and U n H can be separated by open subsets of U.
Hence, A and H can be separated by open sets in ( X, Ï).
(2) A space is collectionwise Hausdorff provided each closed and discrete subset
H can be screened by open sets, i.e. 3 a pairwise disjoint collection V of open sets
covering H such that for each Fef,
\V C\ H\ = 1. Let H be a closed and discrete
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subset of (X, T). By Lemma 3, 3 an open metrizable subset i/of (X, T) containing
H. Hence, since each metrizable space is collectionwise Hausdorff, H can be
screened in U, and thus in ( X, T).
Lemma 6. // (X,T) g #, then (X,T) is countably metacompact.

Proof. A space is countably metacompact provided each countable open covering
has a point-finite open refinement that covers the space. Let 3 = {D¡ \ i < w} be an
open covering of (X,T). For each x G X, 3G(x) G &u¡(x) and B(x) G á?R such
that U(x) = G(x) n B(x) is contained in an element of 3. For each i < w and

j < a, let Xu = {x g À"|5(x) = B, and i/(x) ç £>,},and let

Uij= \J{U(x)\x^Xu).
For each 6 = ^3,

such that A,7 is stationary for some j < w, let X(B) = XiJ,

and let U(B) = U¡r Note by Lemma 4, |5\ U(B)\ < uv Let iT= the set of all
such B. Consider \JW as a subspace of (X, TR) and let F be a countable
point-finite open refinement of iV covering \MV'. Now for each F G &, let K(.F) =
F n cV(ß) for a fixed ief
such that F ç B. Clearly, lT= (F(F) | F G jF} is a
point-finite open refinement of 3) in (A',!). Furthermore, by construction, A =
,YT\U ^ is a-discrete. Thus, by Lemma 3, 3 an open a-discrete, metrizable subset Y
of ( X, T) containing A. Hence, let V denote a point-finite collection of open sets

in (A\T) which refines (l)n
point-finite

r|D

g 3). It follows that V\J-T'

Lemma 7. // ( À\T) g <#, then (X,T)

Proof.

is the desired

collection for (X, T).
has a base of countable order.

From Lemma 2, ( X, Ï) is locally metrizable. Each locally metrizable space

has a base of countable order [WW].

Lemma 8. // (X,T) g <€, then (X,t)

is not O-refinable.

Proof. Since each f?-refinable T3-space with a base of countable order is a Moore
space [WW] and each Moore space is subparacompact [B], it suffices by Lemma 7 to
show that ( X, ï ) is not subparacompact. A space is subparacompact provided each
open covering has a a-discrete refinement of closed sets covering the space. Hence,
since ( X, ï ) is locally countable, it would be a-discrete were it subparacompact. This
would contradict Lemma 3.

Lemma 9. // (A",ï) g # and K Q X such that each infinite subset of K has a limit
point in (X,Ï), then K is a compact, metrizable subspace of (X,T) and \K\ < w,.
Proof. (1) A is a compact and metrizable subspace of (X,Ï). Since each
countably compact r3-space with a Gs-diagonal is metrizable [Ch], we need only to
show that K is countably compact. Hence, suppose / is an infinite subset of AT/AT
such that J has no limit point in (A',!). Let x g X such that x is a limit point of J
in (X,Tu ) and let J' = [x¡\i < <o} ç J such that {*,},<„ converges to x in
(X,TU ). Now, for each 0 < i < w, let yi G K such that xt_x < y¡ < x¡ in co, and
d(x¡, y¡) < 1/i in (X,T). Clearly, { v,}/<u also converges to x in (Af,T ). Hence
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[y¡)i<a must converge to x in (X,T) since there is no other possibility. However, it
follows immediately that x is a limit point of J' in (A,T), and we have our
contradiction.
(2) | AT| < Uf. By Lemma 3, A is a-discrete since it is metrizable. Each a-discrete,
compact, metrizable space is obviously countable.
Lemma 10. // (Ar,T) g <6', then ( A,T) is not locally compact.

Proof. Suppose (A,T) g # and (A,T) is locally compact. For each x g X, let
U(x) = G(x) n B(x), where G(x) g 9Ui(x), x g B(x) g 3êR, and U(x) is compact in (A,T). By the Pressing Down Lemma, 3 y < ux and a stationary subset Y of
X in (X,TUt) such that for all x = xa g Y, G(x) = [xß\y < ß < a}. Furthermore,
35 g â?R such that B = B(x) îor each x in a stationary subset Y' of 7. Consider
U = \J{U(x)\x ^ Y'}. Suppose / is an infinite subset of U, then 3x g Y' such

that J ç (7(jc). Hence J has a limit point in (X,T). Thus, by Lemma 9, |i/| < «,
and we have a contradiction to the fact that Y' is stationary in ( A",T ).

Lemma 11. // ( A,T) g if, i/ie« (A\T) is not metalindelöf.
Proof. See the proof of (5) -* (1) in Lemma 3.
Lemma 12. // ( A,T) g <g, then (A'.T) is not cometrizable.

Proof. A function / from the space X to the space S is said to be regular
provided that for each x G X and open set U containing x, there exists an open set

F in A"such that x g V and if v g f(V) in S, then f~\y)

g U. A T2-space X is

cometrizable iff there exists a regular, one-to-one, continuous function from X onto
a separable metric space.
Let ( X, T ) g # and suppose / is a regular, one-to-one, continuous function from
( A',Ï) onto the separable metric space S. For each x g A",let U(x) = G(x) n 5(x),
where G(x) G &u (x) and 5(jc) G 36R such that x G B(x). Now, for each x g A",
let F(x) be an open set in (A,T) such that x g V(x) and if j G /(F(x))
in S, then
f~x(y) g (7(jc). Furthermore, without loss of generality, for each x g X, assume
V(x) = G'(x) n B'(x) where G'(x) g ^(jc) and x g fi'(x) g 3èR. By the Pressing
Down Lemma, there exist y < ux and a stationary subset Y of A in (A'.T) such that
for all x = xa G F, G'(x) = {jc^I y < /? < a). Furthermore, there exist Y' Q Y and
B g 36R such that Y' is stationary in (A,T) and for each x g y, B'(x) = B.
Consider f(Y') in 5. Since S is separable, there exists a countable subset 7 of f(Y')
such that /(y') = 7 in 5. However, by construction, there exists x G Y' such that
f~x(J) £ ^(*). Hence, F(x) in S is uncountable. Since U(x) is countable, we have

a contradiction to the assumption that / is regular.
Theorem 1. // (A'.T) g <€, then (A',T) is a completely regular, submetrizable
collectionwise Hausdorff, pseudo-normal, countably metacompact space with a base of
countable order and a Gs-diagonal. However, (X,T) is neither O-refinable, subparacompact, metalindelöf, cometrizable, nor locally compact.

Theorem 2. (MA + -,CH) // ( A,T) g <<?,then ( A,T) is perfect.
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Proof. A space is perfect provided each of its closed subsets is a Gs-set. Under
(MA) each separable metrizable space of cardinality < c has the property that each
of its subsets is a Gs-set [S, T]. Hence, it follows immediately that each subset of

(ATT)isa G5-setin(A,T).
IV. Normality in the class <€.
Lemma 13. // (A,T) g <ê and J? is a discrete collection of closed sets in (A'.T),
then at most countably many members of Jf are not a-discrete.

Proof. Suppose Jif is an uncountable, discrete collection of closed sets in (A",T)
such that each member of J(f is not a-discrete (and hence, by Lemma 3, stationary
in (X,TUi)). For each H g jf and x g H, let U(x) = G(x) n B(x) such that

G(x)&è^(x),
x^B(x)^3SR,
and U(x) n (U{ A g je\K + H)) = 0. Now,
for each 77 g jf, 3YH <zH and B(H)& 3SR such that YH is stationary in ( A'.T)
and B(x) = B(H) for each x G YH.Let U(H) = \J{U(x) \x G YH). Now, 3B g 36r
such that B(H) = B for uncountably many H. However, by Lemma 4,

\B(H)\U(H)\<

Uf

for each such H. This is a contradiction since if B(H) = B(K), then \U(H) n y^-|
> u where YKç K.
Lemma 14. If (A,T) g # and H and K are disjoint closed sets in (A'.T), then
H = U{ H} | ; < u ) U U{ H2 \i < u}, where for each i < u, K and Hx can be separated by open sets in ( X, T) and H2 is closed and discrete in ( X, T ).

Proof. Suppose H and A are disjoint closed sets in ( A,T). If H is not stationary
in ( A",Tu ), we are finished since H is a-discrete in ( X, T ) and metrizable by Lemma
3. Hence, suppose H is stationary. For each x g H, let U(x) = G(x) n B(x) such

that G(x) g 9a¡(x), x g B(x) g 3Sr, and U(x) n A = 0 in (A'.T). Let U(H) =
li{U(x)\x G #}, and note that l/(#)n AT= 0. Now, let W = [B <=3S\B = B(x)
for each x in some stationary subset YH of // w.r.t. (A,TW)}. It follows that
H\(\JW
n H) is closed and a-discrete in (ATT) by Lemma 4. Furthermore, since
H\(\JW
C\ H)is contained in an open metrizable subset of (A,T) by Lemma 3, it

follows that H\(\JWD H) = \J{H2\i < u), where for each i, H2 is closed and
discrete in (A'.T). Now, by Lemma 4, it follows that for each B & W, \B n K\ < uv
It also follows that \B r\K\ < uv For suppose not, then 3J ç (B (~)K)\B such
that |y| = Uf. However, / has a limit point x in YHw.r.t. ( A'.T^). Let y e G(x) n
J, then _ye í/(j)ní,
which contradicts the choice of U(x). Hence, enumerate
W°= {W,\i < a). Then for each/' < collet g,= W,-in( A, T ) and let Hx = Q^H.
Since for each /' < u, g, n K is countable and (A^T) is pseudo-normal, 3a-disjoint
open sets V¡ and Vk containing H} and Q¡ n A, respectively. It follows that
/// ç W¡n ^ and (^ n V) D K = 0 in (*,T). Thus, // = U{/// |i < w} U
U{ H21 / < u} as required.
Lemma 15 [Z]. Trie Tf-space X is normal provided that if H and K are disjoint closed
sets in X, then 3{U¡\i < u) such that for each i < u, U¡ is an open set in X containing

H, andn{UiC\K\i<u}=

0.
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Theorem 3. // (A.T) g <¡f,TFAE
(1) X is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff.
(2) X is countably paracompact.

(3) X is normal.
(4) X is collectionwise normal.

Proof. (3) «-»(4). Each collectionwise normal space is normal. Hence, suppose
(A\T) is normal. Let 3P denote a discrete collection of closed sets in (A",T). By
Lemma 13, at most countably many members of Jf are not a-discrete. Let
Jfj = [H G JC \H is not a-discrete}, and let 3V2= [H G Je*\H is a-discrete}.
Since ( A,T) is normal, 3 disjoint open sets U and V in (A',T) containing U^f, and
\JJf2 respectively. Since Jf, is countable and (A',T) is normal, we can clearly screen
JCf with open sets in ( A,T) contained in V. Now, by Lemma 3, there exists an open
metrizable subset W of ( X, T) containing \JJif2 such that W ç V. Hence 3tiC2can be
screened within W, and Jf = Jr*, U 3fF2 can be screened by open sets in ( A'.T).
(3) -> (2). (A'.T) is countably metacompact by Theorem 1. Each normal, countably metacompact T2-space is countably paracompact [K, D].
(2) -* (1). A space X is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff provided each closed
discrete subset of X can be screened by a discrete collection of open sets in X.
Hence, suppose (X, T) is countably paracompact and let K denote a closed, discrete
subset of ( X, T). Since ( X, T) is collectionwise Hausdorff, let % denote a collection
of pairwise disjoint open sets in (A,T) screening K. Consider ATand H = X\\J%.
By Lemma 14, H = U{Hj \ i < u} U U{ H2 \i < «}, where for each i < u, K and
H} can be separated by open sets in (A",T) and H2 is closed and discrete in (X,T).
However, since K is discrete in (A'.T) and (A'.T) is collectionwise Hausdorff, K
and H2 can also be separated by open sets in (A,T) for each i < u. Thus, H is a
closed subset of (A,T) covered by a countable collection y of open sets in (A\T)
such that the closure of each member of V in (A",T) misses A. Since (A",T) is
countably paracompact, 3 a locally finite refinement f of f covering H. It

follows that {U \ ( (yf ' n U ) | U G <%}is a discrete collection of open sets in ( X, T )
screening K.
(1) -* (4). Suppose (A'.T) is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff, and H and ATare
disjoint closed sets in (A^T). Then, by Lemma 14, there exist {U¡\i < u) satisfying
Lemma 15. Hence, ( A",T) is normal.

Example 1. 3( A",T) g <€such that (A, T) is not normal.
Proof. Let C be a Cantor set in R, M ç C, and |M| = av Let Y ç R \ C such
that |y| = Uf and Y is uncountable in each open interval in R. Let 36 denote a
countable basis for (A,TR), and for each x g A", let (Bx\x)\i < u) denote a
nonincreasing local base at x from 38. For each x g M and i < u, let S¡(x) denote
a countably dense subset of B¡(x) such that (1) S,(x) ç Y, (2) if '#/, then

S¡(x) n Sj(y) = 0 for all x,y^M, and (3) if x * y, then St(x) n S¿(y) = 0 for
all i, j < u. Let H = M U U{S,(x) | / < u and x G M}.
Now, we define an wrtype order on X as follows. Let Lx = the set of all ordinals
in Uf which are limits of nonlimit ordinals but not limits of limit ordinals. Let
L2 = the set of all ordinals in Wj which are limits of Lx but which are not limits of
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limits öf Lf. Note that L2 is discrete, hence, by (2) -» (6) of Lemma 3, L2 is
contained in an open metrizable subset of ux with the order topology. Hence, for
each a g L2, let G(a) denote a basic open set in w, containing a such that if a # ß,
then G(a) n G(ß) = 0. Furthermore for each a g L2, let {o¡,-|i < u} ç G(a) be
such that {a,};<u converges to a in u,, and for each / < u, a, G Lx. Now for each

a G L2 and 0 < /' < «, let G^a) ={]3e

GieOla,.,

< yS< a, in u,}, and let

G0(a) = [ß g G(a)|ß ^ a0}. We define an wrtype order on A" as follows. Identify the points of M and the ordinals of L2 in a one-to-one fashion, i.e., M = { xa | a
g L2}. Then for each xa G M and i < u, identify the points of S¡(xa) and those of
G ¡(a) in a one-to-one fashion. Finally, identify the points of X\H
and
{to, \U{G(a)
| a ei2)
in a one-to-one fashion such that for each B G 36, some
subset of B is identified with a stationary set in «,. Let (A,TW ) denote A' with the
topology induced by this wrtype ordering.
Consider (A",T), the intersection topology w.r.t. (A,TR) and (X,Ta¡). Clearly, M
and X\H
are disjoint closed sets in (A,T). However, M and X\H cannot be
separated by open sets in (A,T). To see that this is true, suppose there exist open

sets V and W in ( A\T) such that M ç F and (X\H)

Q W with V n W = 0. For

each x = xa g M and / < u, let U¡(x) = [xß\ß g G^a)}. Now, for each x g M,
3ix < u such that x g (U,(x) n B,(x)) Q V. Hence, for some /' < u and B g 36,
B = B¡ and i = ix for uncountably many x G M. Denote by M' the set of all such
x. Now, 3 a stationary subset of X\H
w.r.t. (A'.T,,, ) contained in B. Thus,

3q ^ (X\H)D
B such that ç is a limit point of M' in (X,TUi). But, if G(^) is an
open set in (A',TW ) containing q, then S¡(x) ç G(q) for some x G M' where •">,(*)
is dense in B w.r.t. ( X, TR). Since <?g B, it follows that g must be a limit point of V
in (A\T). This contradicts the assumption that M and X\H can be separated in
( X, T ). Hence ( A, T ) is not normal.

Example 2. (CH) 3(A,T) g *«?such that ( A,T) is torcompact and collectionwise
normal, but not perfect.
Proof. Under CH, 3 a Lusin set A"c R [L, M]. A Lusin set is an uncountable
subset X of R such that each uncountable subset of X is dense in some interval.
Note that, in fact, for each uncountable subset y of A there exists an open interval
in R such that Y is uncountable in each subinterval. To see that this is true, consider
y = {x g y Ieach open set in R containing x contains uncountably many points of
y}. Clearly, Y' is uncountable. Hence 3 an open interval in R in which Y' is dense.
Since each subinterval contains a point of Y', it must also contain uncountably

many points of Y.
Let 36 denote a countable basis for (A,TR), and let (X,TU) be such that X is
stationary in each element of 36 w.r.t. (X,Tu ). It follows that (A'.T) is Wj-compact,
i.e. each closed discrete subset of ( X, T) is countable. To see that this is true, suppose
not and let K denote an uncountable, closed, and discrete subset of (A\T). Then
there exists BK e 36 such that K is uncountable in each element of 36 contained in
BK. However, 3 y ç BK such that Y is stationary w.r.t. (A^T^) and Y n K = 0.

Hence, for each x g Y, 3G(x) in ( A,TW) and B(x) g 36 such that B(x) £ BK,
x g G(x) n B(x), and (G(x) n B(x)) n A = 0. Thus, for some B g 36, B = B(x)
for each x in a subset Y' of Y such that Y' is also stationary w.r.t. (A^T^ ). Now,
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since ATis uncountable in B, 3^ e 1" such that q is a limit point of B n A w.r.t.
( A',T„i). Thus, (G(q) n B) n K * 0 which is a contradiction.
Since each closed discrete subset of (A",T) is countable, and (A",T) is pseudo-normal (A,T) is strongly collectionwise Hausdorff. Hence, by Theorem 2, (X,T) is
collectionwise normal.
(ATT) is not perfect, since in a perfect space each discrete set is the union of
countably many closed and discrete subsets. However, there is an uncountable
subset A of A"such that K is identified with the nonlimit ordinals in ur and hence
ATis discrete in ( A,T). If K were the union of countably many closed and discrete
sets, A would be countable since X is io,-compact.

V. Concluding remarks. In this paper, the author has presented a study of the
intersection topology w.r.t. a given subset of the real line and a given order topology
of type Uf on that set. Surprisingly, it was shown that the normality of the
intersection topology apparently depends on both the topological characteristics of
the subset and the particular choice of an «,-type order. The author gave several
applications which suggest that such spaces are a useful tool in the analysis of
topological structure.
As noted in §1, all the results in the paper are true for subsets of an arbitrary
separable metric space. The author views these results as a foundation for a
systematic study of the intersection topology. He hopes to present further results and
applications at a later date.
Some generalities. If P is either 7",,T2, T3, T3_l,2, first countable, second countable, or metrizable, then the intersection of two topologies on the set X each having
property P also has property P. Under CH, the intersection of the Michael line
topology on R and an order topology of type w, on R is metrizable. Hence, the
intersection of a nonmetrizable T3 topology and an <ortype order topology on a
given set can produce a metrizable topology.
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Added in revision. The author's questions concerning the existence of a perfectly
normal member of the class "if have recently been answered by Ken Kunen. Kunen
has elegantly shown that no member of ^ can be both perfect and normal.
Furthermore, he has shown that there is a model of set theory in which some
members of 'if are perfect and others are normal. These results are to appear in [K.
Kunen, On ordinal metric intersection topologies].
Added in proof. The author has established that for each ( A,T) g #, the square
of X( X, T ) is not normal. Hence, under MA + -,CH, we have a new class of normal
Moore spaces whose squares are not normal.
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